


IITM Group of Institutions (running under the aegis of DM Education and Chaitable Trust) was established in the year 2010   and since its establishment; the Group has played a vital role in providing the technical manpower and know how to the country and in 
pursuit of research. It has been considered a trend-setter in the area of education and research in the field of science, technology, engineering, management, pharmacy, arts and commerce. It spreads its wings in 13 acres of land on the Delhi-Amritsar National 
Highway and is just 30 kms from Delhi. The sprawling campus of the institutions is only 08 kms from Sonepat city. Under the core support of DM Educational and Charitable Trust, IITM Group offers various courses under its three different sub bodies, namely 
IITM College of Science, Art and Commerce; IITM College of Pharmacy and International Institute of Technology and Management. At IITM Group of Institutions we are passionate about grooming leaders who are not only thorough professionals but also good 
human beings with cultural values and ethics. We guide our students to find their own academic paths by helping them to reason analyse and understand in unprecedented ways. 

Our faculty and senior team travel all over to learn and imbibe the best teaching practices so that we can give a solid foundation for learning. The hi-tech labs act as ideal training grounds for budding professionals that allow students to experiment and bring 
to practice what they have learnt in theory.

Enhancing confidence to stay ahead with personality development is a great focus area at IITM Group of Institutions, because a great percentage of success in life depends on a person’s confidence and personality. To help students in personal grooming, special 
sessions are held on business etiquettes, negotiation skills and effective communication.

Our esteemed Institutes are approved by concerned Governing bodies/councils and affiliated to the leading Universities/Technical boards-

• IITM College of Science, Art and Commerce is affiliated to MAHARSHI DAYANAND UNIVERSITY, ROHTAK.
• IITM College of Pharmacy is approved by PCI (Pharmacy Council of India) and affiliated to HSBTE, Panchkula.
•  IITM (International Institute of Technology and Management) is approved by AICTE and affiliated To DCRUST, Murthal. Diploma Course is affiliated to HSBTE, Panchkula.

ABOUT IITM 



OUR MISSION
With the legacy of success, IITM aligns all its activities to serve national interest and seeks to draw the best expertise in  Science, 
Technology and Management so as to equip students with the skills to visualize, synthesize and execute projects in these fields.

 To align the institutes’ activities to serve national interest and seeks to draw the best expertise in Science ,Technology , 
Management , Arts and Health Sciences etcetera so as to equip students with the skills to visualize, synthesize and execute 
projects in these fields.

 To generate new knowledge by engaging in cutting-edge research and to promote academic growth by offering 
undergraduate and postgraduate programmes.

 To develop human potential to its fullest extent so that intellectually capable and imaginatively gifted leaders can emerge 
in a wide range of professions.

 To create an environment that shall foster the growth of intellectually capable, innovative and entrepreneurial professionals, 
who shall contribute to the growth of Science ,Technology , Management , Arts and Health Sciences etcetera in partnership with 
industry and develop and harness it for the welfare of the nation and mankind.

OUR VISION

To be a Centre of Excellence in education and research, producing global leaders in Science, Technology, Management, Arts 
and Health Sciences etcetera through serving as a valuable resource for industry and society and remain a source of pride for 
all stakeholders and contribute in the improvement of life by  application of knowledge.
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IITM Group of institutions is one of the leading Private educational groups 
in Delhi - NCR. We believe that creating an academic foundation for social, 
cultural, scientific, economic and technological development in our Nation, 
can mature into Global Interface by giving way to education exchange in 
the International territory as well. We aim at establishing bench marks in 
academic excellence and holistic grooming to help our students to meet 
the career challenges in the increasingly globalised economic conditions. 
Thus, IITM Group of Institutions has earned goodwill by our students and 
society at large. 

IITM group of institutions works for academic excellence facilitated by well 
qualified, experienced and dedicated faculty and teach students to move 
from the realm of ideas to real-world applications.
The Group makes all possible efforts to inculcate good habits in its students 
and create willingness to participate in full range of academic, spiritual, 
cultural, social and physical activities to make them evolve as All-Rounder. 
College education is the foundation for all future possibilities in the life of 
a student. It is from here that one chooses the future line of studies and 
subsequently one’s life. It is important that one gets thorough grounding 
in academics as well as moral strength to manage one’s life. IITM fulfils all 
these goals by creating a congenial environment in its campus helping the 
students to strive for and achieve the highest place in career. The campus 
is a place of hope and encouragement.
I welcome all the young students seeking professional education at IITM 
Group of Institutions, Murthal to fulfil their cherished goal and exploit 
their full potential by becoming a part of this prestigious Group.

“An Investment in the knowledge pays the best Interest”

Sushma Bajaj
Chairperson

MESSAGE FROM THE DESK  OF

CHAIRPERSON
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MESSAGE FROM THE DESK OF

Vice Chairman

I am delighted and privileged to introduce you to this great group 
named IITM - Murthal a group of learning and developing young 
minds and their career. In today’s fast growing modernized and 
industrialized era Engineering holds a special and prominent 
place. Some students fail to get the opportunity of availing a 
proper and formal education in this field. As solution to this 
problem we have established IITM Group of Institutions at 
Murthal Sonepat.

To fulfill the aim of our students we are consciously trying our 
best to show them right direction to shine as superstar in their 
career besides contributing their best for their family, college and 
the country to feel proud on them and prove asset to the nation.

I am extremely pleased to welcome you all of being a part of 
this IITM family. I pray to the Almighty to bless you with a great  
future.

Wishing  Goodluck to each one of you!

Munish Bajaj
Vice Chairman
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MESSAGE FROM THE DESK OF

SECRETARY

It is a matter of great pride that IITM GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS 
has made consistent progress, year after year, across sundry 
genre’s of education . The institution has always been 
endeavouring to prepare would be Bellwether, Engineer and 
Manager to face the ecumenical challenges and accommodate 
the nation. Our aim is to impart the education which enables 
one to become independent and to cultivate will power not 
only to conduct the cognition process, but additionally to 
invigorate one’s character. We additionally accentuation on 
engendering a liberate atmosphere in our campus. 

Being a member of the management in the capacity of 
Secretary, I personally feel proud to be the component of 
this institution which has been equipped with spectacular 
multifaceted infrastructural and verbally express-of-art 
laboratories, spacious class rooms, library and computer-room 
with internet connectivity. On behalf of the entire management 

I assure all the students and well-wishers that infrastructure, 
academic environment, human resources, professional 
edifying skills and cognition process will be maintained with 
your active participation, and this institute will perpetuate to 
progress in coming years additionally.

Mahesh Chander
Secretary
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Dear students, parents, alumni, colleagues and all the stake holders,

Education is essential for all of us and none can deny it. The central objective 
of the education & learning is to prepare the youth to rediscover and educate 
themselves for the rest of their lives. With these objectives of education in mind, 
“IITM Group of Institutions” –Sonepat ( Delhi-NCR) is one of the most prestigious 
Group of Institutions of the NCR region and have been successfully fulfilling the 
mandate of developing competent professionals to serve not only our country, 
but the world as a whole.

IITM Group of Institutions have always emphasized on building the strong alumni 
base since its inception. Many of them have occupied important positions across 
the country & the globe and have made meaningful contributions to their 
professions and advancing the quality of life through their innovative ideas.

Along with focus on facilitating Job Oriented Trainings to the students of 
IITM Group of Institutions , we have been endeavoring by maintaining strong 
Corporate and Industrial relationships with companies of repute for accelerating 
the Training & Placement activities, signing MoUs, advancing knowledge , setting 
up the Centre of Excellences & tie ups and inspiring innovation & discovery.

Our campus has earned a good reputation as the leading Group of Institutions 
in the Sonepat (Delhi NCR region). At IITM we are making it imperative that 
we develop an ecosystem, both at the macro level and micro level that would 
facilitate creation of new technologies. We strongly believe that as an institutions 
of emerging technologies and programs, our primary goal is to develop such an
ecosystem where students are encouraged to apply knowledge for practical 
purposes. So, IITM is leading towards the path of transformation of students, not 
only be a competent professional but also a compassionate human being.

We believe in openness of mind, dignity of conduct and mutual respect in the 
background of social, economic, cultural, religious, and linguistic diversity and to 
develop the confident understanding of the role of the candidate in the diverse 
global society. We would like exhort the students of the college who enter this 
portal, to make the best use of the facilities and faculties and become perfect, 
Engineers, Technologists, Technocrats , Managers , Pharmacists , Professionals 
in Health Sectors , Professionals in Multidisciplinary Areas and above all True 
Citizens and be ‘unique’ as a role model for others.

Welcome to the IITM Family!

Dr. Rajesh Goel
(Director-General)
IITM Group of Institutions

MESSAGE FROM THE DESK OF

DIRECTOR-GENERAL
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MESSAGE FROM THE DESK  OF

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER

I extend sincere and warm welcome to all Students, their Parents, 
Guardians and all Well-wishers of IITM Group of Institutions. We are 
striving to consolidate and achieve our long term objective to produce 
value based professionals imbibing in them greatest values of human 
life, take part in nation building by their service. The core program of 
study is not only proposed for attaining knowledge, but to support 
student’s spiritual, moral and creative development to make them fit 
for the opportunities, responsibilities and understanding of life. We 
empower today’s generation to act rightly and effectively.

This has been possible through the consistency and commitment 
towards providing quality education at an affordable fees and a 
flexible learning approach. I am sure that the new entrants will be in 
safer hands, because we are committed towards creating a vibrant 
community of value creators for our country.

Surinder Khurana 
Administrative Officer
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It gives me great pleasure to invite you to take an initial peek into the heart 
that beats behind the appealing façade of International Institute of Tech-
nology and Management. I thank you for your interest in this exceptional 
institution which has recorded Eleven decades of constant development, 
in the course of which it has accomplished much, making it one of the 
colleges recognized for its excellence and therefore, much sought after by 
the fresh applicants.

The International Institute of Technology and Management tradition 
happily brings together sound academic achievement with an extensive, 
vibrant co-curricular programme that includes sports, and leadership 
training programmes. Our mission is to inculcate the love of knowledge 
in our students and, for this; we aim to develop the skills and demeanor 
of lifelong ‘learning,’ essential for making responsible global citizens. This 
will make them immensely capable of facing the future with resilience and 
optimism. On the deeper level, we try to instill the values of respect and 
trust in relationships that are the foundation of real success.

Our curriculum and practices are consistently reviewed to ensure that we 
are following the most updated best practices, meeting all regulations, 
and addressing the future needs of our students.   Our staff consistent-
ly follows current trends and after brainstorming over the best plan of 
action to incorporate those trends, we zero in on the ones that are most 
appropriate to our classrooms. The system of education has become so 
dynamic that it is no longer enough to connect the dots, we need to think 
out of the box and think beyond a pattern.

At IITM then, we believe that ‘education’ is a wholesome, holistic exercise 
and as such we strive to give a whole new meaning to the word. Coupling 
this basic premise with the idea of a sense of belonging to one family—the 
IITM family—we look at ourselves as ‘care-givers.’ We care for the mind—
ours is a sterling academic institution; we care for the person—the accent 
is on the all-round development of personality. I wish you the best in the 
process of seeking to become a part of this family

I wish you success and happiness in life.

Dr. Rajiv Dahiya
Principal

MESSAGE FROM THE DESK OF PRINCIPAL

International Institute of Technology and Management
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I welcome bright minds to IITM College of Pharmacy, Murthal with 
immense pleasure and a sense of pride! 

IITM College of Pharmacy has a strong foundation of value based 
education integrated with best academic practices that will pro-
vide Pharmacy Education with in-depth focus, along with develop-
ment of personality and communication skills.

Our vision is to nurture talent through regular co-curricular activ-
ities along with excellence in academics. The academic ecosystem 
strives to blend modernity with tradition in every student with the 
mission to train future pharmacists serving the society. Pharma-
ceutical sector has expanded immensely and there are a lot of 
opportunities in modern times such as Clinical Research, Pharma-
covigilance, Nanotechnology, Drug Discovery, Molecular Biology, 
Phytochemistry and so on. An understanding of these develop-
ments and capacity to analyze & respond to such changes are 
some of the capabilities that are inculcated in our students. We 
train youngsters into well equipped Pharmacists, who are ready to 
face the Professional world with confidence and dignity.

Even as we impart education to match the advancement in tech-
nology and globalization, we march our students ahead with 
ethos of moral values and principles. We pride ourselves to help 
them grow and develop into sensitive and responsible citizens of 
the future.

Being the Principal of IITM College of Pharmacy, I represent the 
diligent faculty and staff of our college, whose sincerity and spirit 
makes it, what it is. It is my constant endeavour to proliferate an 
environment of mutual respect within the college, in pursuit of a 
shared ambition I hope to extend the journey of our college on the 
path of greatness.

On behalf of IITM College of pharmacy, I wish success to all 
students in their future endeavours.

Dr. Sushma Aggarwal
Principal

MESSAGE FROM THE DESK OF PRINCIPAL

IITM COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
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I welcome you to “IITM College of Science, Art and Commerce”

“The function of education is to teach one to think intensively and to think 
critically. Intelligence plus character – that is the goal of true education” 

Students are the center and strength of educational institutions and we 
are committed to their holistic growth. Our quest of education takes us 
beyond the classroom to engage students in discussing and debating vari-
ous developments in the fields of expanding human knowledge. Socio-cul-
tural, political development that transcend time and space occur with new 
scientific and technological research and knowledge. Economic and pol-
itical order negotiates such a changing world to pursue the growth-ori-
ented development of human beings for a safe and secure future. We 
have a good list of such events and programs that have extensively dis-
cussed and studied such proposals for human civilization. For us, it is a 
never-ending movement, and we continue to encourage our students to 
move forward and engage in a better understanding of life. In addition to 
the spirit of achieving higher academic standards, we encourage students 
to participate in countless activities, teach and qualify students in the 
course of extracurricular lessons, and help them to reach their full poten-
tial. To ensure quality education, we uphold the ideals of a multicultural 
and secular society and promote our service to society through a variety 
of programs. Our dedicated team of faculty supports our mission to pro-
vide quality education and instill humanitarian value in our students. The 
all-round progress of our students is of paramount importance and our 
most exquisite motive

I wish you success and happiness in life.

Dr. Priti Pahuja Satija
Principal

MESSAGE FROM THE DESK OF PRINCIPAL

IITM COLLEGE OF SCIENCE,  ART AND COMMERCE
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MESSAGE FROM THE DESK  OF

DEAN ACADEMICS

Welcome to IITM Group of Institutions, Murthal.

In today’s competitive and globalized world, especially after covid 
pandemic a professional and specialized education becomes an 
imperative for future success. We, at IITM Group of Institutions, 
Murthal, are committed to providing academic excellence in the fields 
of Engineering, Science, Arts, commerce, Pharmaceutical Sciences, 
Business Administration etc. We provide personalized, top grade 
education delivered by an experienced and well-qualified faculty who 
bring an intellectual rigour and practical focus to their classrooms. We 
draw students from diverse and multi-cultural a background, which 
provides a very vibrant and stimulating classroom environment. We 
also lay emphasis on inculcating three main attributes of education in 
each student i.e. knowledge, attitude and skill.

Prof. Biswajit Kaushik
Dean Academics
IITM Group of Institutions
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IITM HOD’S

23
Books

published

137
Research Paper

published

06
Patent

172
Conferences

National/International

Ability & Talent of faculty members, since the inception of IITM Group of Institutions
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Advisory Board ( Experts/ Board of Studies) at IITM Group of Institutions

S No. NAME Designation/Affiliation

1 Dr. Alok Mittal

Former Member Secretary, All India Council for Technical 
Education-New Delhi.
Director-Netaji Subhas University of Technology, 
Govt. of NCT of Delhi ,West Campus- New Delhi

2

Prof. Dr. Sarman Singh
(MD , FRCP , FRSC , FAMS 
, FRSTMH , FIMSA , FATP , 

FSIIP)

Ex-Director 
All India Institute of Medical Scienes (AIIMS) , Bhopal 

3 Dr. Subheet Kumar Jain

Director , Directorate of Open & Distance Learning , 
Guru Nanak Dev University -Amritsar

Professor, Department of Pharmaceutical Science, 
Guru Nanak Dev University –Amritsar.

4 Dr. Vinod Kumar Singh
Joint President-Human Resources , Ultra Tech Cement-
International Units , Aditya Birla Group-Dubai (UAE)

5 Dr. Satyendra Kumar Jain
Professor in Commerce , Retd.Principal , J .V. Jain College 
Saharanpur

6
Mr. Uttam Kumar Formerly CMM/DGM-Operation & Maintenance-Bihar, 

Reliance Industries Ltd.

7 Mr. Anoop K Aggarwal
Director & Vice President , Pluga Pumps & Motors (P) Ltd , 
 A Franklin Electric Company-USA

8 Mr. Kirti Gupta

Formerly: Chief Technology Officer-Kanad Networks & Fracton 
Technologies  , 
Director-Ericsson India Ltd , 
Vice President-Reliance Infocomm Ltd.

9
Mr. Ashwani Kumar 

Sharma

Director Business Development & Finance , Managing 
Partner- Alyog Engineers and Consultants-Gurgaon.

10 Mr. Rony Samuel Johnson Ex-AVP (Structures), Ireo Private Ltd ,Gurgaon.

11 Mr. Ranjan Vasishtha

Formerly: Dy. General Manager, Maruti Suzuki India Ltd.

Presently :MD , QJCG (Quantum Jump Consulting Group)

• Affiliated to NAAC “ A “ and “ A+ “ Grade Universities

• An ISO 9001:2015 Certified Campus

• Highly Qualified Faculty from IIT, NIT and other

• Pioneer Institute

• Contemporary & Progressive Curriculum

• Expert Talks, Seminars and Workshops

• Internationally Acclaimed Advisory Board

• Online and Offline Library Facility

• Students from 15+ states and multi culture

• Value Addition Courses

• Wi-Fi Enabled Campus

• Coaching for SSC and other competitive Exams

• Regular Industrial Visits and Workshops

• Industrial Tie-ups with – Godrej, Bosch & many more

Best Reasons to Join IITM
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IITM College of Science, 
Art & Commerce

 The college was established in the year 2019.

  Since its inception, it is furnishing students 

with quality education. 

IITM College of Pharmacy
 The college started from the session 2019-20.

 With its state of art infrastructure, it is imparting

 quality education to the students.

 Innovation methods of learning will make the

        students  job ready.International Institute of 
Technology and Management

 Have an alumni of over 3500 students.

 Institute has crossed a landmark of over a decade.

  Almost 100 percent students placed in reputed 

companies through campus placement.

IITM College of Nursing*
  The college is proposed to be established from the session 2022-2023.

  The group proposes to start with the best possible Infrastructure.

 Courses:

•  B.Sc Nursing

•  GNM

Approval Under Process
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International Institute of Technology and Management 

Courses Offered (B. Tech) Duration
Mechanical Engineering (ME) 4 years

Civil Engineering (CE) 4 years

Electronics & Communication Engineering (ECE) 4 years

Computer Science & Engineering (CSE) 4 years

Electrical Engineering (EE) 4 years

Courses Offered (M. Tech) Duration
Mechanical Engineering (ME) 2 years

Computer Science & Engineering (CSE) 2 years

Courses Offered (Polytechnic) Duration
DIPLOMA COURSES
Mechanical Engineering (ME) 3 years

Civil Engineering (CE) 3 years

Electrical Engineering (EE) 3 years

VOCATIONAL COURSES

D. Voc. (Production Technology) 3 years

D. Voc. (Refrigeration and Air Conditioning) 3 years

D. Voc. (Software Development) 3 years

Courses Offered (Graduation) Duration
BBA (Bachelor of Business Administration) 3 Years

BCA (Bachelor of Computer Applications) 3 Years

Courses Offered (Graduation) Duration
B. Voc. Medical Laboratory Technology (B. Voc. MLT) 3 Years

International Institute of Technology and Management (IITM) established in 2010, is among one of the best emerging technical 
and management institutions in Sonipat (Delhi-NCR), Haryana. 

Approved by All India Council of Technical Education (AICTE), New Delhi and Affiliated to Deen Bandhu Chhotu Ram University 
of Science and Technology (DCRUST)-Murthal, NAAC Grade-A University, Haryana State Board of Technical Education (HSBTE) 
Panchkula and Shri. Vishwakarma Skill University (SVSU) Palwal- Haryana.

IITM is equipped with the state-of-the-art facilities to impart the desired level of knowledge and technical skills for helping stu-
dents to innovate, create, and formulate products and processes for the future industries.

It is a galvanizing institution and an embodiment of creative vivacious ideas that elevate the level of its students by providing 
quality education to them. By the same token, the institution has blended practical learning with the theory. Timely workshops, 
seminars, laboratory sessions and partaking at different levels have helped it gain ground in modern times. All the programs 
encompassed under this section are offered with an endeavor to help students reach the zenith of success.

Students of IITM are the proud achievers of not only the academic positions but the topmost ones in sports also at the Univer-
sity and Inter-University level. 

Engineering at IITM is full of appreciation for the facilities that it renders to the students of the Institute and this makes IITM 
one of the Best Engineering and Management Institution in Delhi-NCR.

With the integration of an industry-academia interface, 360-degree training sessions, and industry exposure, the institution 
manages to provide an in-depth understanding of the discipline and this makes it one of the superior Engineering Colleges in 
Delhi-NCR
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M.TECH
(Computer Science and Engineering)

Career Options

This course is offered to students to enhance their 
qualification and knowledge in the relevant fields. 
During 2nd-year study students learn advance level 
and research in any domain of computer science. 
This course is high demanded in Information 
Technology sectors. This course covers advance level 
Networking syllabus, update Algorithms, Data Bases, 
Computer Architecture, Distributed Computing and 
Computational Intelligence.

After Completing M.Tech. in Computer science the 
opportunities are endless. All IT Companies as wipro, 
HP, HCL, TCS, IBM and other top level compnies are 
always ready to absorb the candidates providing 
handsome salary. 

Few Options are as follows.

 Software Engineer in MNC
 IT Manager in banks
 System Administrator
 Robotic Engineer

M.TECH
(Mechanical Engineering)

Career Options

M.Tech in Mechanical Engineering takes a person through 
the whirlpool of science and mathematics. The course 
helps a student to get a deeper knowledge of solids, 
materials, thermodynamics, fluid mechanics, a design 
of machine elements and many other concepts about 
machines and material.
Being a master’s student one is supposed to do a lot 
of research work in areas like thermal science and 
engineering, solid mechanics, dynamics, and control, etc.

A M.Tech. in Mechanical Engineering can  get placement 
in various educational institutes as well as in companies 
like Atlas Copco, ITC, Godrej, JCB, Kirloskar and many 
others where he/she can earn up to 12 lakhs or more by 
working as Junior Engineers, independent consultants, 
mechanical design engineer etc.

B.TECH
(Computer Science and Engineering)

Career Options

This programme builds a technology base in computer 
science & Engineering. It enables students to analyze, 
design, develop and evaluate high-end computing 
systems and undertake challenging projects and carry out 
research activity. It also enables students to identify new 
trends and evaluate emerging technologies and work on 
specialized and specific domains and helps students to 
work as professional in industry.

Computer Science has become a fascinating field and the 
students have bright career prospects in it. IITM trains 
students to design, develop, test and analyse the hardware 
and software that are used across industries.

On attaining the degree and complete knowledge, a 
candidate can work as a:

 Software Developer
 Database Administrator
 Computer Hardware Engineer
 Web Developer
 Computer Network Architect
 Information Security Analyst
 Computer and Information Systems Managers
 Computer Programmer

POST GRADUATE COURSES

B.TECH (Civil Engineering)

Career Options

The mission of the department is to emerge as global 
leaders in imparting civil engineering education and 
promote research in the field of civil engineering with 
strong emphasis on values and overall personality 
development. Civil engineering is one of the oldest branch 
of engineering. With the rapid economic development of 
India the infrastructure is developing at unprecedented 
speed. This has resulted in exciting opportunities for civil 
engineering in estate, infrastructure, central and state 
government, entrepreneurship etc.

Civil Engineering is the oldest branch of engineering 
and incorporates the design and construction of roads, 
airports. tunnels, bridges, water supply, and sewage 
systems, dams, harbors, railroad systems, docks, power 
supply systems, buildings, and even nuclear power plants, 
etc. Civil Engineers work as construction engineers, 
transportation engineers, hydraulic and irrigation 
engineers, geotechnical engineers, environmental 
engineers, public works engineers.

UNDER GRADUATE COURSES
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B.TECH (Mechanical Engineering)

Career Options

Mechanical engineering is the discipline that applies the 
principle of engineering physics and material science for 
the design, analysis and manufacturing and maintenance 
of mechanical systems. It is the branch of engineering 
that involves the design, production and operation of 
machinery. It is one of the oldest & broadest of the 
engineering disciplines. The engineering field requires 
an understanding of core concepts including mechanics, 
kinematics, thermodynamics, material science, structural 
analysis and electricity, Mechanical engineers use these 
core principles along with tools like computer-aided designs 
and analyse manufacturing plants, industrial equipment 
and machinery, heating and cooling systems, transport 
systems, aircraft, water-craft, robotics, medical devices, 
weapons and others.

B.Tech Mechanical engineers will get the job in government 
sector as well as in private sector on various reputed roles. 
Few organizations who always look for Mechanical Engineer 
are :

 ONGC (Oil & Natural Gas Corporation) 
  DRDO (Defence Research and Development 

Organization)
 SAIL (Steel Authority of India)
 NTPC (National Thermal Power Corporation)
 ISRO (Indian Space Research Organization)
 IOC (Indian Oil Corporation) etc.

B.TECH
(Electrical Engineering)

Career Options

Electrical engineering is one of the fastest growing 
field as it involves the study of electrical engineering 
dealing with generation, transmission and distribution 
of electricity.

Electrical Engineers are involved in the manufacturing 
of electrical equipment such as power generation 
equipment, electric motors, radar and navigation 
systems, communication systems, electrical systems 
of automobiles, ships and aircrafts. There are a lot 
of career opportunities for electrical engineering 
degree holders in public & government sector. Fresher 
electrical engineers can apply for the post of Junior 
Engineers and after gaining experience & skills in 
engineering they can get promotion and can move up 
to posts of Associate Engineer, Assistant Engineer, and 
Executive Engineer etc.

BCA
(Bachelor of Computer Applications)

Career Options

BCA is one of the popular course among the students 
who want to make their career in the IT (Information 
Technology) field. It comprises of the subjects 
like database, networking, data structure, core 
programming languages like ‘C’ and java’. This course 
provides a lot of opportunities to the students who are 
interested in computer field and wants to work In the IT 
sector as programmer or software developer.

The demand of IT professionals is increasing not only in 
India but also abroad. After the completion of the course, 
the student can find a job in reputed IT companies 
like IBM, Oracle, Infosys, and Google. The student 
can work as a system engineer, junior programmer, 
web developer of as a system administrator. This 
field provides you ample opportunities fo make your 
Career not only in private sector but also in the public 
sector. The government organization like NIC, Indian 
Army, Indian Air Force and India Navy also recruit a 
large number of computer professionals for their IT 
department.

B.TECH
(Electronics and Communication Engineering)

Career Options

Today is an era of electronics and communications, 
Electronics is used in Instrumentation and Communication. 
This forms the core of this department and students 
study a curriculum built around the latest technology 
with the goal of applying that knowledge to emerging 
technologies through practical experimentation and 
intensive discussion sessions. Electronics is the technology 
concerned with the development and behavior of devices 
and circuits, (Televisions, Computers), which make use 
of electronic components such as transistors or silicon 
chips. Electronics engineers develop and design products, 
processes or devices in the field of low power electricity.

Graduates in electronics and communication engineering 
can find jobs in many public, as well as private sector 
institutions, Leading companies and organizations 
recruiting electronics and communication graduates, are 
Nokia, Reliance, Siemens, IBM, Indian Railways, Indian Air 
Force, BSNL, Doordarshan (Prasarpharthi), VSSC/ISRO and 
many more. An electronic graduate can also seek job in 
software sector.
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Diploma in 
Mechanical Engineering

Career Options

Diploma in Mechanical Engineering course involves 
professional specialization in the field of Mechanics.
Mechanical Engineering is a field of engineering that 
involves the application of the standards of Material 
Science for Investigation, Planning, Assembling, Upkeep of 
mechanical frameworks.

Such Diploma-holders are hired in capacities such as: 
Assistant Manager, Mechanical Engineering, Process 
Development Technologist, Section Head, Mechanical 
Engineering, Mechanical Engineer, Sales Engineer, 
Technician, Assistance Professor, Engineering Trainee, 
Manufacturing Manager, Mechanical Designer, Mechanical 
Consultant, Site Mechanical Engineer, Service Engineer, 
Instructional Designer, Diploma Engineer Trainee.

Diploma in 
Electrical Engineering

Career Options

Diploma in Electrical Engineering is Diploma level Electrical 
Engineering course. Electrical engineering is a field of 
engineering that generally deals with the study and 
application of electricity, electronics and electromagnetism.

An electrical engineer designs, develops and maintains the 
electrical control system to the required specifications, and 
focusing on economy, reliability, safety, sustainability and 
quality. An electrical engineer can work with the industries 
deals In product development, system management, 
product design, sales, amusements, consumers’ 
electronics, transportation, wireless Communication, 
manufacturing, chemical, automotive, defence and 
pharmaceutical.

Diploma in 
Civil Engineering

Career Options

Diploma in Civil Engineering is a 3 year course in 
engineering, specializing in the design, construction, 
and maintenance of physical and naturally-built 
environment, such as roads, bridges, canals, dams and 
buildings.

Such professionals are hired in capacities such as 
Assistant Manager, Civil Engineering, Assistant Field 
Inspector, Construction Site Assistant Supervisor, 
Assistant Faculty Member, Executive Engineer, Project 
Engineer/ Co-ordinator, Quality Control Engineer, 
Researcher, Chief Engineer, Division Head, Civil 
Engineering, Project Manager, Civil Engineering, Senior 
Engineer, Supervisory Engineer, Teacher, Independent 
Consultant, Director of Public Works, etc.

BBA
 (Bachelor of Business Administration)

Career Options

BBA program is multidisciplinary undergraduate program. 
This program aims at developing a student’s intellectual 
ability, executive personality and managerial skills through 
an appropriate blending of business and general education. 
This program helps the student in understanding and 
developing the unique leadership qualities required for 
successfully managing business functions or an enterprise. 
The main objective of this programme is to develop skills 
and judgment of an individual for effective management. 
The focus of this institution is on the development of a 
student’s ability to evaluate business and organized 
situation so as to enable him/her in making informed and 
creative judgment about policy and operation.

BBA graduates can be employed for roles in business 
management and sales. Some companies also offer roles 
of a production supervisor, planner and administrator. 
BBA graduates seek companies that are involved in the 
business of manufacturing, construction, retail, and 
finance. They can also apply for various government 
agencies.

PIC REQ
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DIPLOMA (VOCATIONAL COURSES)
International Institute of Technology & Management is offering Diploma in Vocation (D.Voc) which are designed to prepare 
students for jobs through in-depth hands-on training and practical exposure.
Approved by All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE), the Haryana State Board for Technical Education (Panchkula).

Why D.Voc ?
• Completely job-oriented program
• Training for the Skill Component shall be delivered by empanelled training service providers
• Modern curriculum aligned with industry needs and requirements

The program is aligned with the institute’s expertise with the industry experience and is expected to provide significant 
value-addition to the students of the state who are desirous of jobs in the booming these sectors.

Courses Offered

BACHELOR (VOCATIONAL COURSE)
International Institute of Technology and Management is offering B. Voc.in MLT, approved by Shri Vishwakarma Skill Univer-
sity, Haryana.

A graduate of B. Voc.in MLT is an all-rounder as far as technologies in a medical laboratory is concerned. The course envis-
ages building in an overall expertise in the student, of performing medical laboratory tests, whether it’s routine or special 
tests. These students would be capable of performing a range of tests such as those related to phlebotomy, clinical bio-
chemistry, hematology, serology, cytogenetic, etc. Besides, skills related to lab management and ethics, biomedical waste 
disposal, personality development, effective communication skills, etc., would also be developed in them.

Job Opportunity
·         Lab Technician
·         Self Employment

Job Propagation
·         Head Technician of Pathology Dept.

Medical Laboratory Technologist or Technicians are allied healthcare professionals. Their main task is diagnosis of disease in 
patients referred to them by Doctors.

Career prospects and job opportunities

Depending upon one’s training and qualification, MLT professionals may work as technologists or technicians at medical 
laboratories. One may start off by working as technician. After gaining work experience, one may rise through the posts and 
even become lab manager.

Some of the common job profiles available in front of graduates include-

·         Lab technician
·         Lab technologist
·         Lab supervisor
·         Lab manager
·         Lab assistant
·         Instructor/Tutor
·         Lab analyst

  Diploma in Vocation (D. Voc)                    Duration

          Diploma Vocational (Production Technology)                          3 years 

             Diploma Vocational (Refrigeration and Air Conditioning)                          3 years

             Diploma Vocational (Software Development)                          3 years
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IITM COLLEGE OF SCIENCE, ART  AND COMMERCE

Courses Offered Duration

Bachelor in Arts (BA) 3 years

Bachelor of Commerce (B. Com) 3 years

B.Sc. (Medical) 3 years

B.Sc. (Non-Medical) 3 years

B.A. SUBJECTS

Hindi
Compulsory

English

OPTIONAL SUBJECTS

History, Political Science

Economics, Political Science

History, Geography

Economics, Maths

ANY ONE PAIR

B. Sc.
(Bachelor of Science)

Career Options

Bachelor of Science (B. Sc.) offers theoretical as well as practical knowledge about different subject areas. These subjects are 
physics, chemistry, biology and mathematics. The students can choose from these subjects depending upon his/her preference.IITM College of Science Art and Commerce is Affiliated to Maharshi Dayanand University (MDU), Rohtak, NAAC Grade A+ 

University.
It aims to provide an ambience in a local setting with innovative and engaging teaching methods, globally bench-marked 
curricula, well qualified faculty, and key partnerships in research.

Courses Offered are: B.Sc. (Medical & Non-Medical), B.A and B.Com.
 
It owing to its exceptional track record with the state-of-art infrastructure, well-equipped spacious lecture halls, an ultra-
modern auditorium, a well-stocked library and a well-designed amphitheatre, ensures that all supplementary aspects of 
learning ensure holistic development of the students.

Students who have a B. Sc. degree  have an excellent employment opportunities. Jobs for B. Sc. graduates are not just restricted 
in the field of science but also they can explore other areas like management, engineering, law, etc. These students can become 
teachers, technical writers or research analysts. They can work as Forensic pathologists, Organic Chemists, biochemists, 
Pharmacologist, etc.

B.A.
(Bachelor of Arts)
B.A. has been traditionally the most favourite bachelor's degree course among the Indian students who like to study arts in 
the higher level. B.A. degree is a great foundation for numerous types of careers apart from the economic or humanity field. 
By opting this course, students can develop their cultural understanding and awareness, in addition to developing analytical, 
critical thinking, written and communication skills.

Career Options
The Bachelor of Arts lays an excellent foundation for many professions which are accessed via graduate course work study. 
Many courses do not require particular discipline studies including law, primary teaching, arts management, information 
management, librarianship, journalism, international development.

B. Com.
(Bachelor of Commerce) 

Career Options

A Bachelor of Commerce, abbreviated as B.Com is an undergraduate degree in Commerce and related subjects. The course 
is designed to provide students with a wide range of managerial skills and understanding in streams like Finance, Accounting, 
Taxation and Management.

After completion of B.Com, ample job opportunities are available both in public and private sector industries such as:

 Accounting and Auditing 
 Tax Advisory Services  Financial Services 
 Telecommunication Services and BPO’s etc..
 Commercial Banking

 International Banking
 Insurance Services
 Manufacturing Services
 Government Services
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IITM COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
Approved by Pharmacy Council of India (PCI), New Delhi and Affiliated to HSBTE (Panchkula)

Course Offered Duration

D. Pharmacy 2 years

B. Pharmacy* 4 years

Career Options

IITM College of Pharmacy running under D M Educational and Charitable Trust running under the aegis of IITM Group of 
Institutions is a premier institute in the Delhi-NCR of India, setting benchmarks in the field of pharmaceutical sciences and its 
research. The institution was established with an insight to promote excellence in Pharma Education.
IITM College of Pharmacy is approved by Pharmacy Council of India (PCI, New Delhi), and is affiliated to Haryana State Board 
of Technical Education, Panchkula and Pandit Bhagwat Dayal Sharma University of Health Sciences*, Rohtak (Haryana) NAAC 
“A” University.

Faculty members at IITM College of Pharmacy have extensive experience in the industry, research as well as teaching. Our 
strength is a reflection of their skills, innovation, and drive. The classroom teaching is supplemented by guest lectures by 
key persons from various functional areas of research, production, and marketing from large and mid-sized pharmaceutical 
companies who interact with our graduates and give them inside information on latest industry trends and happenings in this 
ever-expanding field.

Various Indian and International Pharmaceutical Companies like Ranbaxy, Panacea biotech, GlaxoSmithKline, Pfizer, Dr. 
Reddy’s Labs, etc feel elated in having our students for training and job openings because of their uniqueness in work ethics 
and in-depth learning.

After completion of diploma in pharmacy, diploma holders can start practicing as pharmacists in various departments of 
health care sector. For instance, Consultant Pharmacists, Clinical Pharmacists, Dispensary Manager, Dispensary Pharmacists, 
Community Pharmacists, Hospital pharmacist. D. Pharm certificate holders may even start their own private drug store or 
chemist shop. Diploma holders can enter the drug manufacturing sector as production chemist and analytical chemist. 
Pharmacist with excellent communication skills and good convincing power can join Pharmaceutical marketing sector as well.

*Approval Under Process
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Industrial Visit@ YakultDanone,

Rai for BBA Students

Mechanical 6th semester students 

attending one week workshop on 

Thermal Engineering at National 

Institute of Technology Hamirpur 

Himachal Pradesh

INDUSTRIAL VISIT

Industrial Visit at PAPCOAT INDIA PVT. 

LTD. FOR MECH. ENGG.

Civil engineering Site visit. Site Visit 

taken to residential building for proper 

knowledge of beams, columns, DPC, 

Reinforced Steel Size and BBS, Concrete, 

Vibrator, Safety.

Industrial Visit at central Institute by plastic 

ENGG & Technology, Murthal. (CIPET) of 

Mechanical Engineering

Students

Industrial Visit at Haryana 

Roadways Workshop, Sonipat
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Industrial Visit@ Mother Dairy,

New Delhi for BBA Students

Industrial visit to Guru Ram Dass 

Bodybuilder Industry Pvt. Ltd for 

Mechanical Engineering Students.

INDUSTRIAL VISIT

Harshita student of BBA got a special 

opportunity to visit at PARLE INDIA 

PVT. LTD. 

Civil engineering Site visit. Site Visit taken 

to IITM Hostel Campus Building for proper 

knowledge of beams, columns, DPC, 

Reinforced Steel Size and BBS, Concrete, 

Vibrator, Safety.

Industrial visit to OMEX (Dharma Power 

Transmission Equipments (P) LTD for

Mechanical Engineering Students

Civil engineering Site visit. Site 

Visit taken to Neelkanth Dhaba 

Building for proper knowledge of 

beams, columns, DPC, Reinforced 

Steel Size and BBS, Concrete, 

Vibrator, Safety.
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MyGov acknowledges and appreciates our contribution our 
commitment to create awareness among the fellow citizens 
on Fuel Conservation by adopting and supporting to the 
cause.

MyGov acknowledges our commitment towards joining 
the fight against COVID-19 & appreciates our contribution 
towards supporting Corona Survivors, Frontline Warriors, 
Essential Workers and their families.

Our commitment towards integrity will go a long way 
in eradicating corruption in India. The Central Vigilance 
Commission acknowledges and appreciates our commitment 
to uphold highest standards of honesty & integrity by 
adopting the Integrity Pledge.

MyGov acknowledges our commitment and appreciates our 
contribution towards giving a boost to the Indian Economy 
and promoting Aatma Nirbhar Bharat.

MyGov acknowledges our commitment towards adoption of 
AYUSH Sanjivani Health practices for immunity enhancement 
and appreciates our contribution towards creating awareness 
about various AYUSH Sanjivani health practices.

MyGov acknowledges our commitment towards keeping India 
clean of E-waste and appreciates our contribution towards 
making India E-Waste free.

MyGov acknowledges our commitment to creating awareness 
among our fellow citizens on Human Rights by adopting and 
contributing to the cause.

MyGov acknowledges our commitment and appreciates 
our contribution towards our commitment towards 
Entrepreneurship promotion.
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MyGov acknowledges our commitment and appreciates our 
contribution towards our concisely cooperate in promoting 
road safety by obeying traffic rules and helping road accident 
victims.

MyGov acknowledges our commitment and appreciates our 
contribution towards not to consume or use any type of narcotics.  

MyGov acknowledges our commitment and appreciates 
our contribution towards the responsibility of keeping 
the environment and surrounding neat and clean. 

IITM Celebrates the day in honor of unsung soldiers of our 
armed forces who gave their all for our mother country.

MyGov acknowledges our commitment towards 
supporting senior citizens of our society. 

MyGov acknowledges our commitment towards 
cleanliness and devote time and every step we take 
towards cleanliness will help in making my country clean. 

At IITM Group, We promise to follow and encourage others to 
follow the key COVID Appropriate Behaviors. To always wear a 
mask / face cover, especially when in public places. To maintain 
a minimum distance of 6 feet from others and To wash my 
hands, frequently and thoroughly with soap and water. 

We at IITM Group, We promise to concisely cooperate in 
stopping drug abuse and stay away from drugs to live a 
healthy life.
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Eligibilty Criteria

S No. Courses Eligibility

1
B.Tech 

(Bachelor of Technology)

Passed 10+2 examination from recognized Board/ 
University with Physics and Mathematics as compul-
sory subjects along with one ofthe following subjects: 
Chemistry/ Bio-Technology/Biology/ Technical Vocational 
Subjects/ ComputerScience/ Information Technology/ 
Informatics Practices/ Agriculture/ Engineering Graphics/ 
Business Studies. Obtained at least 45% marks (40% in 
case of candidate belonging to reserved Catogery) in the 
above subjects taken together.
 Or
Passed 10+2 examination with Physics / Mathematics / 
Chemistry / Computer Science/ Electronics /
Information Technology / Biology/ Informatics Practices / 
Biotechnology / Technical Vocational subject
/ Agriculture/ Engineering Graphics / Business
Studies / Entrepreneurship. Obtained at least 45%
marks (40% in case of candidate belonging to
reserved Catogery) in the above subjects taken
together.
Or
Passed minimum 3 years duration Diploma (in
Engineering & Technology) examination with at
least 45% marks (40% in case of candidate belonging to 
reserved Catogery).

2
B.Tech 

(Bachelor of Technology) 
(LEET)

Passed Diploma examination with at
least 45% marks (40% in case of candidate belonging to 
reserved Catogery) in aggregate in any
branch of Engineering & Technology. Diploma in
Engineering/Technology of duration of 3 Years / 2
Years (Lateral Entry Diploma) from any recognized Technical 
Education Board.
Or
Passed B. Sc. Degree from a recognized university
as defined by U.G.C., with at least 45% marks (40%
in case of candidate belonging to reserved Catogery) and 
passed XII standard with mathematics
as a subject.

3
M.Tech 

(Master of Technology)

50% (47.5% in case of ST/SC candidate)
in B.Tech from any recognized University.

S No. Courses Eligibility

4
Diploma in Engg. 

(Polytechnic)
10th for Regular and ITI/10+2 with PCM/PCB for Lateral 
Entry from any recognized Board of Education.

5
D.Vocational

 (Diploma Vocational)
10th Pass from a Recognized Board 

6
BBA (Bachelor of 

Business Administration)
10+2 with at least 40% (minimum passing marks in case 
of ST/SC Candidates).

7
BCA (Bachelor of 

Computer Application)

10+2 with at least 50% marks (47.50% incase of ST/SC 
Candidates).
(Mathematics is not compulsory)

8
B.Sc. (Bachelor of 
Science) Medical

10+2 with 45% (40% in case of ST/SCCandidates) with 
PCB & English or Diploma in Pharmacy or 3 Years 
Professional courses from any recognized Board 
(English, Physics, Chemistry & Biology).

9

B.Sc. (Bachelor of 
Science) 

Non-Medical

10+2 with 45% (40% in case of ST/SC Candidates) with 
PCM & English or Diploma in Pharmacy or 3 Years 
Professional courses from any recognized Board 
(English, Physics, Chemistry & Mathematics).

10
B.Com (Bachelor of 

Commerce)

10+2 with 40% marks in aggregate(Minimum passing 
marks for ST/SC) or 3 years professional course.

11 BA (Bachelor of Arts) 10+2 with 33% marks in aggregate

Eligibilty Criteria
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Eligibilty Criteria

S No. Courses Eligibility

12
B. Pharm 

(Bachelor of Pharmacy)*

10+2 with PCB or PCM. English as one of the subject is 
also compulsory. (Candidate must be 17 Years till 31st 
December in admission year).

13
D. Pharm 

(Diploma in Pharmacy)
10+2 with PCB or PCM from any recognized board.

14
B.Sc. Nursing 

(Bachelor of Science in 
Nursing)*

10+2 class passed with Science (PCB) & English Core/
English Elective with aggregate of 45% marks from 
recognized board under AISSCE/CBSE/ICSE/SSCE/HSCE or 
other equivalent Board.

The minimum age for admission shall be 17 years on
31st December of the year in which admission is
sought.

15
GNM (General Nursing & 

Midwifery)*

10+2 with English and must have obtained a minimum 
of 40% at the qualifying examination and English 
individually for anyrecognized board. Candidates are 
also eligible from State Open School recognized by State
Government and National Institute of Open School 
(NIOS) recognized by Central Government.
However Science is preferable.

Or

10+2 with English having 40% of marks in vocational
ANM course from the school recognized by Indian 
Nursing Council.
5% is relaxed for SC/ST candidates.
Minimum age for admission will be 17 years (as on 31st 
December of that year. The upper age limit is 35 yrs.

*Approval Under Process
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COURSES AT A GLANCE
S No. COURSE ANNUAL FEE

1 M. Tech-Computer Science & Engineering Rs. 86835/-

2 M. Tech-Mechanical Engineering Rs. 86835/-

3 B. Tech-Computer Science & Engineering Rs. 78000/-

4 B .Tech-Mechanical Engineering Rs. 70000/-

5 B. Tech-Electronics & Communication Engineering Rs. 70000/-

6 B. Tech-Electrical Engineering Rs. 70000/-

7 B. Tech-Civil Engineering Rs. 70000/-

8 Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA) Rs. 44150/-

9 Bachelor of Computer Applications (BCA) Rs. 44150/-

10 Diploma in Mechanical Engineering Rs. 35500/-

11 Diploma in Electrical Engineering Rs. 35500/-

12 Diploma in Civil Engineering Rs. 35500/-

13 D. Voc. (Production Technology) Rs. 35500/-

14 D. Voc. (Refrigeration and Air Conditioning ) Rs. 35500/-

15 D. Voc. (Software development) Rs. 35500/-

16 Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) Rs. 25500/-

17 Bachelor of Commerce (B.Com) Rs. 32000/-

18 Bachelor of Science (Non-Medical) Rs. 31500/-

19 Bachelor of Science (Medical) Rs. 34500/-

20 Diploma in Pharmacy Rs. 67000/-

21 Bachelor of Science (Nursing)* Rs. 88000/-

22 General Nurse Midwifery (GNM)* Rs. 68000/-

23 Bachelor in Vocation (Medical Lab Technology) Rs. 78100/-

24 Bachelor in Pharmacy* Rs. 79000/-

Note: Under Approval*.
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SAARC Countries (Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh, Afghanistan)

Total Package inlcuding
Hostel and Food (In INR)

CourseS.No.

2

3

4

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

280000

300000

300000

260000

260000

260000

260000

260000

250000

Diploma Engineering- Civil/Electrical/Mechancial

Bachelor of Business Administration

Bachelor of Computer Applications

M.Tech - Computer Science/Mechanical

Bachelor of Arts

Bachelor of Commerce

B.Sc Medical

B.Sc Non Medical

D. Pharmacy

B. Pharmacy *

B.Sc Nursing *

*

1. 495000
B. Tech - Computer Science/Civil/Electronics and
Communication/Electrica Engineering

Pending for approval. Fee will be
 communicated after approval

Pending for approval. Fee will be
 communicated after approval

Pending for approval. Fee will be
 communicated after approval

Program Fee (Session 2022-23)

#STUDY IN INDIA

NOTE: ALL THE PACKAGES ARE AFTER  60% SCHOLARSHIP 

GNM

IITM Group of Institutions Fees Structure for African COUNTRIES in USD.

Course Duration Tuition Fees
 Per Year ( In USD )

Fees after 60%
 Scholarship

 Per Year ( In USD )
S.No.

M.Tech-Computer Science & Engineering

M.Tech-Mechanical Engineering

B.Tech-Mechanical Engineering

B.Tech-Computer Science & Engineering

B.Tech-Electronics & Comm. Engineering

B.Tech-Electrical Engineering

B.Tech-Civil Engineering

Bachelor Of Business Administration (BBA)

Bachelor Of Computer Applications (BCA)

Diploma In Mechanical Engineering

Diploma In Electrical Engineering

Diploma In Civil Engineering

D. Voc. (Production Technology)

D. Voc. (Refrigeration And Air Conditioning )

D. Voc. (Software Development)

Bachelor Of Arts (B.A.)

Bachelor Of Commerce (B.Com)

Bachelor Of Science (Non-Medical)

Bachelor Of Science (Medical)

Diploma In Pharmacy

B. Pharmacy

Bachelor Of Science (Nursing)*

*

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

1200

1200

1200

1200

1200

1200

1200

1000

1000

800

800

800

800

800

800

800

800

800

800

1200

3000

3000

3000

3000

3000

3000

3000

2500

2500

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

3000

2 Years

2 Years

4 Years

4 Years

4 Years

4 Years

4 Years

3 Years

3 Years

3 Years

3 Years

3 Years

3 Years

3 Years

3 Years

3 Years

3 Years

3 Years

3 Years

2 Years

*Approval under process, Fees will be communicated after approval.

*Approval under process, Fees will be communicated after approval.

*Approval under process, Fees will be communicated after approval.

Hostel Fees Per Year With Food Non AC ( In USD ) 600 USD

Hostel Fees Per Year With Food With AC ( In USD ) 1000 USD

FEES Includes - Tuition Fees, Examination Fees, Uniform Etc.

General Nursing and Midwifery
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IITM SCOPE SCHOLARSHIP SCHEME UNDER IITM SCOPE

IITM-SCOPE Guidelines

Scholarship Opportunity for Professional Education

We at IITM Group of Institutions believe that higher education is one of the most lucrative investments a student can make 

& any financial setback shouldn’t ruin their chances of building a great career. We have come up with IITM - SCOPE which will 

support the aspiring students to pursue their Higher Education at IITM Group of Institutions.

A merit-cum-means based scholarship is a collective term for scholarships that take both the academic merit and the financial 

need of the student into consideration for disbursal. Based on a student’s academic record or extracurricular activities such as 

achievements in sports and service to the community.

Targeted towards students facing financial constraint, IITM also offers scholarships on the basis of student’s financial 

background. Authorities may ask you for documents such as family income, tax statements, employment proofs, etc.

I

Scholarship Applicable only for Tuition Fees. 

University, Library and other Charges applicable as per Norms.

B.Tech 

%age in 10+2 (PCM) Tuition Fees Waiver

95% and above 100% 
85% to 95% 60% 

B.Tech (Leet)

%age in Polytechnic Tuition Fees Waiver

95% and above 100% 
80% to 95% 50% 
75% to 80% 40%

Polytechnic ( Diploma - Engg.)

%age in 10+2 (PCM) Tuition Fees Waiver

90% and above 100% 
80% to 90% 50% 

BBA, BCA, BA & B.Com

%age in 10+2 (PCM) Tuition Fees Waiver

90% and above 80% 
80% to 90% 50% 

College Tuition Fees Waiver

All courses - IITM 50% on Tuition Fees 
All Courses - IITM CSAC 50% on Tuition Fees 

College Tuition Fees Waiver

All courses - IITM 50% on Tuition Fees 
All Courses - IITM CSAC 50% on Tuition Fees 

B.Tech

JEE Rank Tuition Fees Waiver

Below 50,000 100% 
50,000 to 70,000 50% 
70,000 to 90,000 30%

90,000 to 1,00,000 25%

 M.Tech

%age in 10+2 (PCM) Tuition Fees Waiver

80% and above 20,000 Per Annum 
The scholarship period shall be one year, which is renewable under satisfactory student performance.

 All eligible students are required to submit the scholarship application form on or before the last date.

 Incomplete application will not be processed and rejected with no explanation.

 

 Should have 75% or more attendance in all subjects of the course including practical (wherever applicable)

 Student should pass all the subjects in first attempt (without backlog)

 

While awarding the scholarship, other indicators are also considered that may include previous academic scholarship 

award, excellence  in extracurricular activities, and financial hardship of meritorious candidate.

Student has to maintain discipline and acceptable behaviour during the scholarship period any indisciplinary action shall 

result in termination and/or withdrawal of the award.

For Defense and National Sports Person

For Single Girl Child & Parent Less Child
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ICT ACADEMY 
CREATING NEW GENERATION TALENT POOL.

To bridge the industry-academia skill gap, and to develop the

 next generation teachers & students, the government of 

india started

ICT ACADEMY IN 2009 UNDER THE PPP 
MODEL

ICT Academy is an initiative of the Government of India in 

collaboration with the state Governments and Industries. 

ICT Academy is a not-for-profit society, the first of its kind 

pioneer venture under the Public-Private-Partnership (PPP) 

model that endeavors to train the higher education teachers 

and students thereby exercises on developing the next 

generation teachers and industry ready students.

ICT Academy was started to meet the skill requirements of the

 industry and generate more employment especially in tier 2

 and 3 towns, the rural parts of the country. The organization

 was formed with representations from the State Government

 of Tamil Nadu, leading companies in the ICT industry and 

National Association of Software Services Companies (NASSCOM) in India.

In the last 10 years, ICT Academy has strived on every aspect to provide a holistic service to every stakeholder of the educa-

tion ecosystem in developing the next generation of talent pool in India to make them industry ready employees, innovators, 

entrepreneurs and leaders.

Through its various initiatives, ICT Academy has been part of strengthening the India’s four important visions on Skill India, 

Digital India, Startup India and Make in India.

SEVEN CORE PILLARS UNDER BANNER OF ICT ACADEMY AT IITM GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS ARE:

1. FACULTY DEVELOPMENT

2. SKILL DEVELOPMENT

3. ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT

4. YOUTH EMPOWERMENT

5. RESEARCH & PUBLICATIONS

6. DIGITAL EMPOWERMENT

7. INDUSTRY-INSTITUTE INTERACTION

TEACHERS AND STUDENTS IMPACTED BY ICT ACADEMY IN THE LAST 10 YEARS ARE: 3841201

   

ICT ACADEMY AT IITM GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS IITM SCHOOL OF MULTIDISCIPLANRY EDUCATION

Today’s young adults are more aware and responsible for their own future. Beyond schooling, as students step into the 

world of higher education, it becomes the duty of university/colleges to have an education arena that fosters discovery and 

growth. All of this can be achieved through a multidisciplinary approach.

School of multidisciplinary education inculcate learning habits in students by innovative learning and to strengthen the de-

partments by faculty development. The students are motivated for personality development, career guidance and encourage 

the spirit of team work.

Students are able to consider the many and varied perspective across different subjects from which a topic can be explored 

and after exploring topics across a range of subjects to pursue new knowledge in different subject areas. The knowledge and 

application of different subjects can lead to greater creativity.

The Multidisciplinary Education includes short term skill courses comprises of Mech. Engg., Computer Science and Engg., 

Electrical Engg., Software Development, RAC, English Language, Mathematics, Values and Intellectual Property Rights.

The set of courses will be of 90 hrs duration and 4 days a week.
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CLASS ROOMS
We have transformed our college classrooms into technology-enhanced learning environment that support innovation, 

achievement and success. With interactive technology, instructors can equip students with the collaboration, critical thinking 

and technology skills they need to have successful careers in workplaces of the future.

INFRASTRUCTURE
The infrastructure and facility available on campus

are amongst the very best. 

LIBRARY

LABS

Library plays an important role in the 

college experience. In addition to the 

academic resources they offer, library 

also figures prominently in campus life as 

venues for study group meetings, random 

run-ins with friends, and the location for 

late-night cramming sessions and furious 

efforts to finish term papers on time. While 

a growing number of student resources 

have migrated to remotely accessible 

digital formats, campus libraries continue 

to facilitate learning while strengthening 

social bonds.

College labs are always different from a 

lecture format.

Labs are more hands on and usually involve 

a lot more student involvement than a 

lecture. student’s find it  difficult to learn in 

a lecture, may enjoy lab classes. Labs can 

make learning easier since one get to see 

the concepts at work.
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MESS
As our institutions have student from across all geographical 

location keeping this in consideration our mess staff caters 

to the taste buds of every individual with nutrition rich 

food.

Once a month a dietician inspects our menu for proper 

nutritional quality of food.  

HOSTEL FACILITY
Hostel is another home for the students. The hostel 

provides nutritious food for all the students. The 

rooms are furnished with table, chair, cot and fan 

with attached Bathroom.

The hostels
are wi-fi enabled.

24x7 hot 
water facility.

Laundry
facility

Radiant 
cooling system 

CANTEEN
TRANSPORTATION

Canteen is such an important part of any college campus 

that you won’t be going too far to say that they are as 

significant as the classrooms or the auditorium. Canteen is 

the place where friendships start and hostilities end. Time 

spent at the canteen gives rise to ideas for assignments, 

projects, and well, late night parties and vacations. There 

is no way such an important place can be taken lightly and 

it is for the same reason that colleges across India make 

sure that their canteen serves the food for the students.

IITM GOI have a dedicated fleet of air-conditioned buses 

providing comfortable traveling to our students from their 

home to the institution. All our buses are CCTV monitored 

for the security of our students.

We are covering almost every part of Delhi-NCR and 

Sonepat.
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LIFE AT IITM CAMPUS HOSTEL
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TRAINING & PLACEMENT

IITM Group is one of the fastest emerging technical and professional institution of Delhi-NCR and have been engaging with 
leaders as well as updating itself with the latest trends of industry. The sole aim of Training& Placement Cell is to make IITM 
Group as the center of excellence in the region as well asmanaging the more and more placement activities in it’s surroundings. 
We, at Training and Placement Cell attempts to update the skills and aspirations of the future technocrats and professionalsas 
per the expectations of the corporate sector. Which is achieved by identification of potential companies and upgrading the 
skills of students keeping in mind their aspirations as well.

I express my sincere gratitude to all our associated alliances that have extended their active co-operation to the department in 
accomplishing its endeavor successfully.
Further, I welcome you all in the campus and assure you that at the time of completion of your course, you will be equipped 
with all the skills required to be successful.

Ravi Pratap Singh
Training and Placement Officer

MESSAGE FROM THE DESK  OF

Training and Placement Officer
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MoUs & Corporate Alliance 
With all industries and businesses increasingly dependent on human resources in a knowledge based economy, businesses 
increasingly rely on universities which remain world class and diverse. IITM Group of Institutions is already one step ahead, by 
building a range of strong partnerships in research and education.

With these organizations the group has partnered to offer unique, relevant, challenging and appropriate programmes that 
factor in sumptuous exposure to real world practices and make student employment ready.

The group has built a range of partnerships in research, education and training – including with industry and business, pro-
fessional associations, not-for-profit organizations, government funded research agencies, other educational institutions at 
national and international level.

IITM Group of Institutions partners with CSR BOX to run IBM Skills build Program a Skill building and 
learning digital platform where users can achieve industry relevant skills, get IBM certified badges and 
seek employment opportunities for free. 

IIT DelhiAn Initiative of Ministry of Human Resource Development (Govt. of India)under the National 
Mission on Education through ICT.

MoU between IITM Group of Institutions and Godrej and Boyce in the field of Refrigeration & Air 
Conditioning.
 

MoU between IITM Group of Institutions and QuiqrHr Services for Placements of B.Tech, Polytechnic, 
Graduates and Post Graduates.

International Institute of Technology & Management, Sonepat successfully established Institute 
Innovation Council (IIC) as per the norms and directives of Innovation Cell, Ministry of Human 
Resource Development (MHRD), Government of India.

MoU with India’s One of the Biggest Internship Providers (for providing Internship and Placements)
 for B.Tech, Polytechnic, Graduates, and Post Graduates students.

IITM Group of Institutions will now work under the CSR &amp; Skill Development program of the 
world-renowned Bosch limited Company.
Under this program, a senior faculty member of IITM family has been trained as an “Industrial 
Academic Collaboration Coordinator (IACC).

MoU between IITM Group of Institutions and Falco Robotics for providing Internship and 
Placements for B.Tech, Polytechnic, Graduates, and Post Graduates students.
 

MoU between IITM Group of Institutions and YBI Foundation for providing Skill BasedTraining, 
Education, Placement, Industrial visits, Expert lectures, Virtual Learning Internship, and Placements
of B.Tech, Polytechnic, Graduates, and Post Graduates students.

ICT Academy is an initiative of the Government of India in collaboration with the state Governments 
and Industries. ICT Academy is a not-for-profit society, the first of its kind pioneer venture under 
the Public-Private-Partnership (PPP) model that endeavors to train the higher education teachers 
and students thereby exercises on developing the next generation of teachers and industry-ready 
students.

International Institute of Technology & Management, Sonipat, and IITM College of Science Art and 
Commerce have successfully established Institute Innovation Council (IIC) as per the norms and 
directives of Innovation Cell, Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD), Government of 
India.

MoU between IITM Group of Institutions and edifyPath for providing Internship and Placements of 
B.Tech,  Polytechnic, Graduates, and Post Graduates students.
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INITIATIVE OF MOE FOR SELECTED HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTES 

INSTITUTION INNOVATION COUNCIL (IIC) INDUSTRY-ACADEMIA COLLABORATION WITH BOSCH
Ministry of Education (MOE), Govt. of India has established ‘MOE’s 
Innovation Cell (MIC)’ to systematically foster the culture of Innovation 
amongst all Higher Education Institutions (HEIs). The primary mandate of 
MIC is to encourage, inspire and nurture young students by supporting 
them to work with new ideas and transform them into prototypes while 
they are in formative years

It’s our proud privilege to announce that International Institute of 
Technology & Management, Sonipat and IITM College of Science, Art and 
Commerce has established Institution Innovation Cell.

MOE launched so many new schemes in Higher Education Department to boost research & Innovation culture in the country. 
MOE has given graded autonomy to selected Higher Educational Institutions to promote research and innovation in their 
campuses so that they can enter in global institutions ranking.

IITM Group of Institutions will now work under the CSR & Skill Development program of the world-renowned Bosch limited 
Company. Under this program, a senior faculty member of IITM family has been trained as “Industrial Academic Collaboration 
Coordinator (IACC).

The Bosch Group, a leading global supplier of technology and services, comprises roughly 440 companies in 60 countries. This 
includes 14 Bosch group companies in India. For over 60 years, Bosch in India has developed extensive expertise in the realm of 
occupational training. Since the establishment of Bosch Vocational Centre (BVC) in 1961, Bosch has successfully implemented 
the German ‘Dual’ Model of vocational training suited to Indian industry requirements.

In line with the direction given in the National Education Policy’20 and to support the agenda of “Employable Vocational 
Education and Skill Development’ in higher education, BOSCH has planned to support a few selected Universities/Colleges/
Institutes as a part of their CSR- Industry-Academia Collaboration initiative.

BOSCH will support in providing the training materials to IITM GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS, Murthal (Delhi-NCR) which will be 
used as per the BOSCH Guidelines and the course content developed by BOSCH towards the following topics will be provided:

Skill Entrepreneurship for Youth.
Future Human Competencies (Future Skills)
The Making of a Developed Country (Soft Skills & Right Attitudes)
Social Responsibility

MAJOR FOCUS OF IIC

 To create a vibrant local innovation ecosystem

 Start-up / entrepreneurship supporting Mechanism in HEI’s (Higher Education Institutions)

 Prepare institute for Atal Ranking of Institutions on Innovation Achievements Framework (ARIIA).

 Establish Function Ecosystem for Scouting Ideas and Pre-incubation of Ideas 

 Develop better Cognitive Ability amongst Technology Students

FUNCTIONS OF IIC
 To conduct various innovation and entrepreneurship-related activities prescribed by Central MIC in time bounded   

 fashion. 

 Identify and reward innovations and share success stories.

  Organize periodic workshops/ seminars/ interactions with entrepreneurs, investors, professionals and create a mentor 

pool for student innovators. 

 Network with peers and national entrepreneurship development organizations. 

 Create an Institution’s Innovation portal to highlight innovative projects carried out by institution’s faculty and students. 

 Organize Hackathons, idea competition, mini-challenges etc with the involvement of industries. 
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IITM GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS (GODREJ – CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE)
With an aim to equip youths in the suburban and rural areas, with skills which will enhance their employability/ generate self-

employment, IITM Group of Institutions has joined hands with Godrej & Boyce, in setting up Centre of Excellence, to impart 

training in “Servicing of Home appliances – Refrigerators, Air conditioners, Washing Machine, Microwave Oven, etc.”.

In 2010 Godrej Group decided to adopt an overarching CSR and sustainability strategy called ‘Good and Green.’ In this frame of 

reference, the ‘Good’ refers to the activities that Godrej will undertake to identify and satisfy the needs of the population which 

has been underserved, hither to. The ‘Green’ refers to the activities that will conserve and foster greener India. It is through 

the adaptation of this framework that the Godrej Group will strive to create systematically shared value whereby it will engage 

in policies and practices that will enhance the competitiveness of the company while simultaneously advancing economic and 

social conditions in the communities in which it operates.

Godrej Group, as a part of Godrej Disha (Ensuring Employability) has ambitious plans of training 1 million rural and urban youth 

in skilled employment by 2020. Godrej & Boyce, a holding company of Godrej Group has a sizable share to train.

IITM Group of Institutions jointly with Godrej & Boyce has setup the first Centre Of Excellence in Haryana in the IITM Group 

premises at Murthal.

Students with educational qualification of 8th standard, 10th standard, 12th standard, ITI, Diploma & B. Tech can choose 

appropriate course and enhance their employability skill / aim for self-employment. This is a unique and rare initiative and the 

courses are offered at nominal fees. On completion of the courses, certificates will be issued by IITM Group of Institutions in 

association with Godrej Disha.

Courses of various durations are being conducted in the Centre of Excellence as detailed below:

Courses of various durations are being conducted in the Centre of Excellence as detailed below:
Course: 15 Days Certificate Course Contents:

 Basic Refrigeration and Air-conditioning

 Refrigeration Repairs

 Air-conditioning Repairs

 Basics in Washing Machine and Microwave

 Basic Home appliance training. (Includes Electric iron, hotplate, geyser, mixer grinder)

Course: 1 Month Advance Course Contents:

 Advanced refrigeration and air conditioning

 Advance Washing and Microwave

Course: 3 Months Advance Course Contents:

 Advance Home Appliances Training
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Inaugural Ceremony - Godrej Centre of Excellence
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Virtual Lab(IIT Delhi & Roorkee) Entrepreneurship Development Cell (Startups) 
An Initiative of Ministry of Human Resource Development (Govt. of India)under the National Mission on Education through ICT      

IITM Group of Institutions organised National Workshop on Virtual Labs in association with IIT, Delhi& Roorkee, and became 

one of the nodal centre of Virtual Labs, IIT Delhi& Roorkee.

Virtual Labs project is an initiative of Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD), Government of India under the aegis 

of National Mission on Education through Information and Communication Technology (NMEICT). This project is a consortium 

activity of twelve participating institutes and IIT Delhi& Roorkee is coordinating institute. It is a paradigm shift in ICT-based edu-

cation. For the first time, such an initiative has been taken-up in remote‐experimentation. Under Virtual Labs project, over 100 

Virtual Labs consisting of approximately 700+ web-enabled experiments were designed for remote-operation and viewing.

 

The intended beneficiaries of the projects are:

• All students and Faculty Members of Science and Engineering Colleges who do not have access to good lab‐facilities and/or 

instruments.

• High school students, whose inquisitiveness will be triggered, possibly motivating them to take up higher‐studies. Research-

ers in different institutes who can collaborate and share resources.

• Different engineering colleges who can benefit from the content and related teaching resources.

Virtual Labs do not require any additional infrastructural setup for conducting experiments at user premises. The simula-

tions-based experiments can be accessed remotely via internet.

Since its inception IITM Group of Institutions has aimed to improve employment opportunities for the students 
support the community by providing access to relevant applied knowledge. To fulfil the vision of ‘Make in India’, 
Entrepreneurship Development Cell (EDC) is a special interest group at IITM Group of Institutions which is re-
sponsible for activities and initiatives to promote the spirit of entrepreneurship among the IITM Group student 
community as well as the youth of Sonipat, Delhi NCR.
It has been organizing weekly innovation challenges, entrepreneurship awareness camps, e-week, FDPs, idea-
tion fests, tinker camps, entrepreneurship speaker series, field trips and an annual international entrepreneur-
ship conference.

Nurturing Talent Precipitating Businesses
IITM Group of Institutions focuses and promotes the culture of ‘Creating Jobs’; it stimulates and nurtures inquisi-
tive minds to shape their ideas in actual businesses.
 

                                               Start-up’s by IITM GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS Alumni’s

TechnoLearn India 
Offers quality solutions designed to rig 
up your property in Delhi with the perfect 
electronics systems as well as troubleshoot.

Falcorobotics
Company offering multiple Robotics Solu-
tions.

Vishal Dixit
Branch - BCA

Batch (2015-18)
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CORPORATE TESTIMONIALS

“It satisfies us the most when it comes to interact with IITM 

Group of Institutions. Training and placement department 

is very proactive and supportive to Industry’s objectives and 

requirements. We have always found good talents from IITM 

Group of Institutions. We sincerely appreciate IITM Group of 

Institutions to create an environment of good educational 

learning and discipline. We look forward to have a long-term 

association with you.”

Md. Uvais Khan
( Tech Mahindra )

“I would express our sincere commitment to work with IITM 

Group of Institutions in developing the “Industry Worthy” 

pool of bright engineers. I believe that ‘the love of learning is 

extremely valuable as a student and willingness comes first. I 

am sure that the industry & Academia coming together, shall 

have profound impact on the quality of practice which is done 

by graduates of IITM Group of Institutions.”

Rajnish Saini 
( Director Operation 
(AVM MANAGEMENT SERVICES PVT LTD)

The quality of the students from IITM Group of Institutions is 

outstanding and the one’s we have employed from campus 

recruitment are truly an asset to our organization.

Dibakar Chandra
( ETE Electrogears )

IITM Group of Institutions is outstanding & the one’s we 

have employed from campus recruitment are truly an 

asset to our organization. Their approach, outlook and 

enthusiasm was something we admire. The students 

have perspective and were high in their ability to 

articulate their views and present it with confidence. 

I believe they will have a great future.

Rahul Kandiyal 
( Talent Acquisition Manager )
(V5 Global )

It was wonderful experience to have Knowledge Partner like 

IITM Group of Institutions.

I have seen the Infra and practical Labs of IITM which focuses 

on Hands on learning and the Management's keen interest to 

develop more Experiential learning Labs which really helped 

me for developing GNB Disha Center of Excellency.

I see forward for long and mutual benefiting association with 

IITM Group.

Rakesh Kumar
(Dy Manager)
(Godrej and Boyce Mfg. Co. Ltd.)

We take extreme pleasure in getting associated with IITM 

Group of Institutions, Sonipat. We are very much impressed 

with the quality of the education imparted at your institute, 

students’ knowledge and skill level, and the values instilled in 

them.

Mukul Mishra
(Senior Manager)
(Orbis Financial Corporation Ltd)

IITM Group of institutions is one of the most reputed 

educational groups in Delhi NCR. They have adopted innovative 

ideas for the holistic development of their students. Therefore, 

the students of IITM have been performing excellently in their 

respective fields and are displaying the potential of becoming 

future leaders.

Our relationship with IITM Group of Institutions has become 

stronger over the years. We appreciate the institute’s efforts in 

having a robust educational and training system for creating 

managers and leaders for tomorrow. Our experience has been 

very satisfying with the kind of talent we have hired from IITM 

Group of Institutions.

MANOVIRAJ SINGH 
(Project Lead - IBM SkillsBuild & Consultant- Partnerships || CSRBOX)

Rohit Rajput 
( Sr. Project Associate )
( CSRBOX )
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JOB FAIR/CAMPUS DRIVE

An Institution 
with Best 

Placements
 in the Region

IITM Hits an all 
time High 

Records, 
Surge of 80% in 
Placements

Moments of State Level Job Fair

Unlocking dreams amid COVID-19 Lockdown, IITM Group of Institutions, Delhi-NCR offered 500+ job opportunities for fresher’s. 

Despite the economic slowdown and a downturn due to the Covid-19 outbreak, IITM Group of Institutions has been able 

to place its students in top-tier MNCs. Continuing its legacy of best placements with 500+ placement offers from top MNCs 

offering packages as high as 10 LPA.
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JOB FAIR/CAMPUS DRIVE
Moments of Campus Placement Drives / Job Fairs
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Moments of Campus Placement Drives / Job FairsMoments of Campus Placement Drives / Job Fairs
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Moments of Offer Letter Distribution for 2022 Passing Out Batch Moments of Offer Letter Distribution for 2022 Passing Out Batch
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Moments of Offer Letter Distribution for 2022 Passing Out Batch Moments of Offer Letter Distribution for 2022 Passing Out Batch
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Student’s club is an important part of your growth during your college life. Not only do these provide the resources needed 

to succeed in the world, they can give you some of the best people you’ve ever met, and entering into friendship that lasts a 

lifetime. Student’s club can give you access to opportunities you won’t find anywhere else.

STUDENTS  CLUB

Student’s club help strengthens leadership skills which allow students to “take on responsibilities or challenges to lead 

and make an impact on the community and provide students with the knowledge, skills, and abilities to be a good leader”. 

IITM Academy of Sports- An integral part of IITM Group of Institutions offering state of the artsports infrastructure and facilities 

in the most congenial atmosphere.

The students who want to make their career in sports IITM Academy of Sportsoffers a competitive sports program. Experienced 

and talented coaches are thereto discoverand nurture the young talent and achieve international recognition.

Specialized Sports training Program for centre

Football | Cricket | Badminton | Basketball | Volleyball | Boxing

Key Features
•     Large playgrounds 

•     Modern sports equipments for specialized training

•     Well trained and experienced coaches

•     State-of-the art badminton court

•     State-of-the art boxing ring

•     All Indoor games & other recreational facilities

IITM ACADEMY OF SPORTS
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ACADEMIC
ACHIEVEMENT Shining stars of IITM Group of Insitutions 

Vatsal Virdi | Rank 1

BBA (1st Semester)

Ritika | Rank 3

BBA (3rd Semester)

Tarun | Rank 3

BBA (1st Semester)

Pinki | Rank 2

BBA (3rd Semester)

Shubham | Rank 1

BBA (5th Semester)

Rupali | Rank 3

BBA (5rd Semester)

Vandana | Rank 3

BBA (5th Semester)

Nancy | Rank 2

BBA (5th Semester)

Tashu | Rank 2

BBA (1st Semester)

Priya | Rank 3

BBA (3rd Semester)

Harshita | Rank 1

BBA (3rd Semester)

Institutions Social Responsibility (ISR) is a term used to describe when Institutions look beyond their initial duty to their sta 
and students, and acknowledge that their actions have a wider impact. Undertaking a programme of ISR activities encourages 
educational institutions to operate in more sustainable, ethical and charitable ways and help the students to galvanise with 
the society.

ISR ACTIVITIES

Blood Donation
Camp

Career Guidance Program
For Government School Children

Girl EducationWomen
Empowerment
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ACADEMIC
ACHIEVEMENT

Shivam Jha | Rank 2

B. TECH (CSE) (1st Semester)

Ashwin | Rank 1

B. TECH (CSE) (1st Semester)

Mohammad Hassan | Rank 1

B. TECH (Civil) (1st Semester)

Imran Ali | Rank 3

B. TECH (Civil) (4th Semester)

Rahul | Rank 1

B. TECH (Civil) (7th Semester)

Rohit Dhiman | Rank 1

B. TECH (Civil) (4th Semester)

Ankur Kaushik | Rank 3

B. TECH (Civil) (7th Semester)

Nauman Zeya | Rank 2

B. TECH (Civil) (4th Semester)

Saif Ali | Rank 2

B. TECH (Civil) (7th Semester)

Sakshi | Rank 3

B. TECH (CSE) (1st Semester)

Anuj | Rank 4

B. TECH (CSE) (1st Semester)

Shining stars of IITM Group of Insitutions 
ACADEMIC
ACHIEVEMENT

Abdul rehman | Rank 1

B. TECH (EE) (3rd Semester)

Hemant | Rank 1 

B. TECH (ECE) (1st Semester)

Mohit | Rank 2

B. TECH (EE) (5th Semester)

Manish | Rank 1

B. TECH (EE) (7th Semester)

Sachin | Rank 1

B. TECH (EE) (5th Semester)

Navin | Rank 2

B. TECH (EE) (7th Semester)

Amrit | Rank 3

B. TECH (EE) (7th Semester)

Anshul | Rank 2

B. TECH (ME) (3rd Semester)

Tipu | Rank 1

B. TECH (ME) (3rd Semester)

Ashish | Rank 1

B. TECH (ME) (3rd Semester)

Gurbhej | Rank 2

B. TECH (EE) (3rd Semester)

Kavita| Rank 1

B. TECH (ECE) (4th Semester)

Shining stars of IITM Group of Insitutions 
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ACADEMIC
ACHIEVEMENT

ACADEMIC
ACHIEVEMENT

Ritika | Rank 1 

B. Sc (Non-Med) 5th Sem

Geetanjali | Rank 1 

B. Com 1st Sem

Ashutosh Birla Ji | Rank 1 

D.Pharmacy ( 1st Year)

Sahil Vashisht | Rank 3 

BCA (1st Sem)

Tamanna| Rank 1 

B.A (5th Sem)

Aanchal | Rank 1 

BCA (1st Sem)

Muskan| Rank 1 

D.Pharmacy ( 2nd Year)

Komal| Rank 2 

B.A (5th Sem)

Amit Lakhera | Rank 1 

BCA (1st Sem)

Poonam Bhardwaj | Rank 2 

D.Pharmacy ( 2nd Year)

Sneha| Rank 3 

B.A (5th Sem)

Anjali | Rank 2 

BCA (1st Sem)

Satya Jeet Dhyani| Rank 3 

D.Pharmacy ( 2nd Year)

Priya | Rank 2

B. Sc (Non-Med) 5th Sem

Harsh | Rank 1

B. Com 3rd Sem

Monika | Rank 2

D.Pharmacy ( 1st Year)

Yashika | Rank 4

BCA (1st Sem)

Tannu | Rank 3

B.Sc (Non-Med) 5th Sem

Muskaan Sharma | Rank 1

B.Com 5th Sem

Meenakshi | Rank 3

D.Pharmacy ( 1st Year)

Saurav | Rank 5 

BCA (1st Sem)

Shining stars of IITM Group of Insitutions Shining stars of IITM Group of Insitutions 
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SAY ‘NO’ TO RAGGING

Ragging is a practice in the colleges and hostels where seniors get an excuse to harass their juniors which causes or is likely to 
cause physical or psychological harm through  verbal or physical abuse and harassment.

Ragging is totally prohibited in our Institutions and if anyone is found guilty, strict action is taken by the authorities of the anti-
ragging cell irrespective of how minor the incident is.

ANTI RAGGING CELL

 Suspension from attending classes and academic privileges.

 Debarring from appearing in any examination or other evaluation process.

 Withholding Results.

 Suspension/Expulsion from the hostel.

 Cancellation of admission.

Ragging is neither a means of familiarization, nor an introduction with fresher’s, but a form of Psychopathic behavior. Ragging 
is a violation of Human Rights. Respect for Humanitarian Values. Ragging is a heinous crime, heavily punishable under the law. 

Ragging may spoil your career forever. The possible punishment for those found guilty:

Being involved in RAGGING

can spoil your LIFE!
You can be 

The IITM Group of Institutions has established a women cell in the college campus for the women faculty, staff and girl students, 
to address issues related to women and to make the college campus a safe place for them. Women cell functions with added 

aim to enhance self esteem of young women and empower them.

The cell is responsible for looking into complaints filed by students or staff regarding their grievances at the college campus.

WOMEN CELL
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As we are all well aware of the famous saying  “A healthy mind resides in a healthy body”. We strictly follow this principle in 
IITM GOI . Thus , time to time different physical activities are organised by our institution for students and teachers both. We 
also have a medical room facility in our campus which is operational with the help of pharmaceutical faculty of the institution.

HEALTH AND SAFETY AT IITM

COMMUNITY SERVICE & SOCIAL JUSTICE
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Our Eminent Guests
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Our Eminent Guests
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(To be filled in by the candidate in his/her own handwriting in BLOCK letters)

Date of receipt of Admission Form (for office use only) ___________________________________________________________________________

Details of Bank Draft (if downloaded from website) :

Amount________________________ Name of Bank ________________________________________________________

Branch _____________________ Draft No. ____________________ Date of Issue _____________________________

1. Name of the Candidate ___________________________________________________________________________

2. Father’s Name _____________________________________________________________________________________

3. Father’s Occupation __________________________________ Annual Income _________________________

 (Please specify in details)

4. Mother’s Name _____________________________________________________________________________________

5. Mother’s Occupation __________________________________ Annual Income _________________________

6. Date of Birth ___________________________ 7. Nationality_____________________________ 8. Religion _________________________________

9. Permanent Address _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

10.  Courses preferred:   M.Tech   B.Tech   BBA   B.COM   B.SC.(MED)  

      B.SC.(NON- MED)   D.Pharma.    BSC(Nursing)  ANM, 

      BCA    Diploma (Engg.)  D.Voc.      B.A.

14. Postal Address for Correspondence:  ___________________________________________________________________________________________

 City:  _______________________________ State:  ____________________________________________________ Pin Code: ________________________

 Phone/Mobile (with STD Code): _____________________Email ID:  ________________________ Aadhaar Card No.___________________

Email ID: __________________________________________________________________ Mobile/Phone No.:  ________________________________________

Place: _____________________________________________________________________ Date:  ________________________________________________________

11.  Please tick below if you belong to any of the following categories (for statistical information or for getting the 
benefit of relaxation in age or marks in the qualifying examination for eligibility or merit or reservation of seats/ 
whichever is applicable). 

Male     Female     TRANSGENDER    GEN   SC    ST    OBC  

12. State of Domicile   

13. Educational Qualification

Courses preferred. 

Sr. No. __________________

APPLICATION FORM FOR ADMISSION 20.... - 20....

Name of Qualifying 
Examination Passed*

School/College from which 
passed

Month/Year
of Passing

Univ./Board
Maximum 
Marks

Marks 
Obtained

% Marks and 
Division

UG/PG

10+2 

10th 

Any Other

IITM Group of Institutions, Murthal, Sonipat

Affix your recent 
self attested 
passport size 
photograph

Fresher’s Party 2021



1.  Name: Mr./Mrs/.Ms_________________________________________________________________________________

2.  Date of Birth:  __________/__________/_____________             

                DD            MM           YYYY

3.  Course _________________________________4. Branch_________________________5. Session _____________

6. IITM/University Roll No.___________________________________________________________________________

7.  Mailing Address ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Distt _____________________________________________ State ___________________ Pin _____________________

 Tel No. ____________________________________________Mobile __________________________________________

8.  Permanent Address________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

  ____________________ Distt _____________________________________________ State ____________________________ Pin _______________________

 Tel No. __________________________________________________________Mobile ____________________________________________________________

9.  Father’s Name __________________________________________________Occupation_____________________________________________________

      Official Address____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 Tel No. :___________________________________________________Mobile _________________________________________________________________

10.  Mother’s Name____________________________________________________________ Occupation_________________________________________

      Official Address___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 Tel No. :______________________________________________________Mobile ______________________________________________________________

Affix your recent 
self attested 
passport size 
photograph

Instruction for filling the Application Form
I. Application form is required to be filled in Capital Letters by the candidate in his/her own handwriting. The Form should be complete in all   
 respects.
II. Incomplete forms will not be considered.

DECLARATION BY CANDIDATE
I am applying for admission in the IITM, Hostel with the consent of my Father/ Mother/Guardian. I shall abide by all the Hostel Rules. In case, I violate 
any of the hostel rules, Appropriate disciplinary action may be taken against me including expulsion from the hostel / Institute. I understand that 
I am myself responsible for depositing all the hostel dues and mess charges in time and if I am expelled from the Institute / hostel on disciplinary 
grounds or I leave the Institute / hostel due to any reason than my fees will not be refunded at any cost. I shall vacate the hostel room on the last 
day of final examination of DCR University of Science and Technology.

1.   Details of fee deposited 
 a) Receipt No. _______________________________________________________________________________ Dated _______________________________
 Rs. ______________________________________________ on account of _____________________________ Mode of Payment_________________
 Drawn on __________________________________________ dated _______________________________ number _______________________________
 Director _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

1. Recommendation of the Director _______________________________________________________________________________________________
2. Comments by Warden ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. Room allotted _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________
(Signature of Applicant)

49 KM, G.T. Karnal Road (NH-44), Murthal, Sonepat -131039 (Haryana)
Website: www.iitmanagement.com, E-Mail: iitmmurthal@gmail.com

M: 98128-00642 Ph: 0130-2483922-25, Fax: 0130-2483921

IITM GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS

Application Form for Hostel Accommodation for the Year 20.... - 20...

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

Note: List of Important Documents to be attached in the end

 10th DMC for All Courses 

 10+2/ Diploma or Equivalent 

 All semester DMC’s of Diploma Course (Diploma LEET Student) 

 UG & PG DMC’s (M.Tech Course) 

 Migration Certificate  (original) Except HBSE & HSBTE candidates 

 Character Certificate (original) 

 Medical Certificate 

 Copy of Aadhaar Card 

 Copy of Residential Proof (Govt. Approved Document only) 

 Anti Ragging undertaking by student 

 Signed copy of Rules and Regulation of Institutions 

 Colour Photographs of White Background (5 Nos)

Note -
1.  Admission Form, duly filled in, together with the copies of the required documents is to be sent to the Admission office of the 

concerned University/Institution. 

2.  Please specify the name of the course(s) to which admission is sought on the envelope in which the Admission Form is sent to 

the University/Institution.

Declaration by the Applicant:
  I declare that entries made by me in this Application Form are true and correct in all respects and in case any entry or information given 

by me in this form is found  to be false, this shall entail automatic cancellation of my admission besides rendering me liable to such action 

as the University may deem proper.

  I have noted that my admission to the College and my continuance on its rolls are subject to the provisions of the University and other 

rules and instructions as may be applicable from time to time. I also undertake that I shall abide by the rules of discipline and proper 

conduct as are applicable from time to time in the University.

   I am fully aware of the Regulations of the UGC and other Regulating Bodies and law regarding Ragging as well as the punishment and 

that if found guilty on the account, I am liable to be punished accordingly. I undertake that i shall not indulge in any act of ragging. I also 

undertake that I have read and understood the Prospectus 2020-21 issued by the IITM Group. 

__________________________________________________________
(Signature of Warden)

__________________________________________________________ __________________________________________________________
(Signature of Accountant) (Signature of Director)

__________________________________________________________________ __________________________________________________________
(Signature of the Father/Mother/Guardian) (Signature of Applicant)



49 KM, G.T. Karnal Road (NH-44), Murthal, Sonepat -131039 (Haryana)
Website: www.iitmanagement.com, E-Mail: iitmmurthal@gmail.com

M: 98128-00642 Ph: 0130-2483922-25, Fax: 0130-2483921

IITM GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS

Name of the student   __________________________________________________________________________________

Father’s Name  __________________________________________________________________________________________  

Present Address  ________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Permanent Address  ____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Phone (Res.) ___________________________________________________  (Mob.) _________________________________________________________________

E-Mail _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Roll No. _________________________________________________________ Batch No. _____________________________________________________________

Signature ______________________________________ Date ________________________________ Place ____________________________________________

Verified By Class Counselor ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

For Student

FOR LRC USE ONLY

Membership No___________________________________________________________ Loan Capacity ___________________________________________

Date ____________________________________________________Membership valid up to _____________________________________________________

_______________________________________________
Library Incharge

Library Registration Card 

_______________________________________________ _______________________________________________
Director/Principal HOD/Coordinator

Name  ______________________________________________________________________________________________

Father’s Name  ___________________________________________________________________________________

Course  ____________________________________________________________________________________________

D.O.B  ______________________________________________________________________________________________

Roll No.  ___________________________________________________________________________________________

Mobile No.  ________________________________________________________________________________________

Address  ___________________________________________________________________________________________

Blood Group  ______________________________________________________________________________________

Emergency Contact no  __________________________________________________________________________

Parent’s Mobile no  ______________________________________________________________________________

Affix your recent 
self attested 
passport size 
photograph

ID Card

Affix your recent 
self attested 
passport size 
photograph



Affix your recent 
self attested 
passport size 
photograph

Admission No._____________________

Academic Year_____________________

Name

Transport Facility Required From

Gender

Residential Address

Do you have any health issues ? If Yes, please specify ___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Transport Norms and Rules for the Students

1. For new students, the Transport Charges are to be paid at the time of the admission.

2. Every year, for all the students, transport fee is to be paid annually. However, students can deposit their annual 
Transport Fee in two parts i.e.50% before the commencement of the Odd Semester classes and remaining 50% before 
the commencement of the Even Semester Classes of the same academic year.

3. The college transport is arranged by the college for a complete annual academic year. Thus, transport cannot be 
withdrawn in-between the annual academic year. Transport fee will be charged on annual basis for full year.

4. In Case any student/parent wishes to withdraw from the college transport facility for the next academic year, stu-
dent/parent is required to inform the college in writing in advance (atleast one month before the start of the next 
academic year) for the withdrawal.

5. Pick & Drop: Institute/College will try its best to pick/drop the student from the nearest point from designated stop-
page/route. But due to the unavoidable traffic/prevailing conditions the stoppage point may be alter by the institute’s 
authority.

6. Failing to deposit the timely transport fee, late fee fine of Rs 100/- per day will be charged from the student.

7. The institute will provide the transport facility only on first come first serve basis.

8. All the students are required to strictly adhere to the discipline norms.

9. In all matters the decisions of the college/institutes’ authorities will be final and will be binding on the parents/
students.

In-Case if Emergency

Date of Birth Course Stream Semester

Blood Group

M F

Father’s Name

Students Mobile Number Students Email ID

49 KM, G.T. Karnal Road (NH-44), Murthal, Sonepat -131039 (Haryana)
Website: www.iitmanagement.com, E-Mail: iitmmurthal@gmail.com

M: 98128-00642 Ph: 0130-2483922-25, Fax: 0130-2483921

IITM GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS

TRANSPORTATION FORM

Name

Relation

Tel. No.

Mobile (Father)

Mobile (Mother)

Tel. No.

Mobile (Father)

Mobile (Mother)

__________________________________________________________________ __________________________________________________________
(Student Signature)

Date: _____________________ Date: _____________________

(Father’s/Guardian’s Signature)



PRESS RELEASE



1800-121-8617, 8607100642, 8607100643  


